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Popular Chicago Dentist Dr. Theodore Siegel Featured On The Cover Of 'Doctor of Dentistry'
Magazine

Chicago dentist Dr. Theodore Siegel of Big Smile Dental is featured on the cover of the March/April 2009
issue of the magazine 'Doctor of Dentistry.' In the issue, Dr. Siegel discusses how cosmetic dentistry
procedures have changed patient's lives .

April 10, 2009 - PRLog -- CHICAGO, IL -- Renowned Chicago cosmetic dentist Dr. Theodore Siegel of
Big Smile Dental was recently featured on the cover of the trade magazine Doctor of Dentistry. The cover
and five page spread highlighting Dr. Siegel appears in the March/April 2009 issue of the trade publication,
which is distributed bi-monthly to dentists. 

In the feature article, Dr. Siegel discusses how his Chicago cosmetic dentistry procedures have helped
transform the lives patients by giving them a new sense of confidence.

Providing exceptional dental care at an affordable price, Big Smile Dental is a leading Chicago dentist that
strives to offer the most technologically advanced, personalized and courteous dental service available. 

At Big Smile Dental, Dr. Siegel and his staff ensure that each patient's dental experience is as comfortable
as possible by providing luxurious amenities including massage chairs, headphones as well as movies and
music. Catering to both children and adults, the practice offers a wide selection of dental services including
complete smile makeovers, orthodontics, teeth whitening and porcelain veneers. Big Smile Dental is
conveniently located on Logan Square on the North side of Chicago.

"I'm honored to be featured on the March/April cover of Doctor of Dentistry. This publication provides a
wealth of information for dental professionals, and I'm thrilled that I was able to share some of my favorite
case studies and professional tips that have helped make Big Smile Dental so successful," says Dr. Siegel of
Big Smile Dental (http://www.bigsmiledental.com).

A lifestyle and business magazine for dentists, Doctor of Dentistry has a wide readership including dental
industry professionals from across the country. By expertly combining relevant and compelling local
market editorials with educational national columns and features, the popular trade publication delivers a
unique perspective for dental industry leaders.

In the March/April issue, Dr. Siegel is highlighted for his dedication and passion to the dental industry. By
combining extensive patient testimonials with Dr. Siegel's own professional comments about each special
dental procedure, the article skillfully weaves a personal story behind each case study featured. To help
readers visualize Dr. Siegel's precise dental work, the article also includes a variety of dramatic 'before and
after' photos of patients who are forever grateful for their new and improved healthy smiles. Additionally,
in the article Dr. Siegel also discusses how community involvement and exceptional customer care has
helped Big Smile Dental become one of the premier dental practices in Chicago.

"Doctor of Dentistry captured my enthusiasm perfectly when they wrote that being a dentist simply 'brings
a smile to my face.' I enjoy helping others improve and maintain healthy smiles, and I am proud to be
recognized for my passion and success," says Dr. Siegel.
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About Big Smile Dental: A leading Chicago cosmetic dentist, Big Smile Dental
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(http://www.bigsmiledental.com) is committed to providing high quality dental services at an affordable
price. Led by Dr. Theodore Siegel, Big Smile Dental offers a wide variety of cosmetic dentistry services,
including complete smile makeovers, teeth whitening, porcelain veneers as well as diabetic dentistry.
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